
The Olympics: which is the real champion country? 

And what explains the success of some small countries like Jamaica or NZ 

In economics, the perfect competition model has innumerable firms, competing on a 

“level playing field” with the most efficient supposedly surviving and growing. 

 

When you look at the Olympic Games, what thoughts go through your mind?  

 

Of course, there is the glorious exhilarating sight of all the different peoples of the world 

coming together peacefully in sports and games (and not killing or maiming each other) 

 

Competing on “level playing fields” through the healthy enjoyable medium of physical 

activity, common to all from Eskimos to Aborigines, on grounds, water, air, horses, 

boats, trying to win medals  for themselves and the “their country” 

 

And every night the TV screens show you the “Medal Tally” supposedly indicating the 

most successful countries and peoples! Is it going to be US or China or Soviet Union? 

 

But is the medal tally a legitimate indicator of sporting success? Is there really a “Level 

Playing Field” in international sports? or national sports for that matter. 



Think: what factors must contribute to the “medal tally success” of countries? 

Is a comparison of gold medals or total numbers of medals won fair? 

 

- given different populations of different countries 

 

- given different numbers actively playing each sport (how many swimmers in Ethiopia? 

 

- given the health status of the people (starving Ethiopia and affluent US where  more is 

spent on pet food than human beings in all of Africa) 

 

- given degree of “professionalism” of teams (people earning incomes playing  full-time 

 sporteg US basketballers) as opposed to those who are “amateurs” 

 

- given different amounts spent on preparation per team, per athlete? 

 

- given that aggregating national numbers of medals assume that all people throughout 

the world should be playing all these sports? 

 

- look at some sports which have such large numbers of medals? swimming, gymnastics 



What might be fairer alternative indicators of “success” 

Obviously can only be on a sport by sport basis 

 

What “indicator” of success might you fairly compare across countries, given the factors 

outlined in the previous slide? 

 

 medals per thousand population? 

 

 medals per thousand athletes participating at home? 

 

 medals per million dollars spent on athlete preparation 

 

 medals per million dollars of sports facilities investment in home country 

 

What about a multiple regression equation which has the number of medals as the 

dependent variable, and all the other factors as independent variable? 

 

And how would you model the critical factor  “sporting culture”? 



So what about that intangible factor: sporting “culture” 

 
Even if GDP, GDP pc, population numbers are comparable, is the interest in sports 

comparable?   Contrast 

 

  China   India 

  Fijians  Indo-Fijians 

  Fijian females Indo-Fijian females 

 

Compare NZ social attitudes to sports, hobbies with Fiji’s 

 

- 40 years ago, as a student in NZ, I was astonished at the skills that every household  

showed: carpentry, welding, engines, mountain-climbing, boating, surfing, gardening, 

hiking, skiing, music, painting, theater arts,   ... endless list 

 

- contrast with Fiji and ALL its communities 

 

- I look at my Gujerati community: focused totally on their business and professions, 

absolutely no interest in wider realm of human activities and civilisation 
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So Olympic performance: the crude tally every night 

The medal tally after the 2008 Olympics in Beijing looked like this: 
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But taking account of the different population sizes 

A bit different, eh?  Jamaica!  and also Australia and NZ: right at the top. 

USA, China right at the bottom here. India (off the map) 

Medals/Billion popopulation
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Alternatively, Medals per GDP (assuming reflects amounts spent on sport) 

(not true for India, obviously-except for cricket) 

Jamaica!  Kenya!   But still around the top- also NZ and Australia! 

Medals/$trillion of GDP
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So what explains the success of Jamaica, Australia and NZ? 

Australia and NZ:   obviously incredibly strong culture of physical activity 

 

Go to any city, go the open air spaces- along the water-front: see the 

hordes of people running, cycling, swimming, hiking, mountain-climbing, 

kayaking, 

 

Jamaica: extremely strong historical ties of Jamaicans going to Canada 

and US for sports: often to colleges which give sports scholarships 

 

Sports for Jamaicans has become very much an employment, income 

opportunity 

 

To the extent that cricket, in which the West Indies were once world 

champions, has totally languished. 
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What lessons for Pacific Islanders? 

Sports integration with developed countries is clearly a potentially very 

powerful strategy 

 

We have seen this already in rugby: Pacific Islanders are in demand in 

Australia, NZ, Britain and France  

 

If Pacific Islanders can get into the Super 14 competition: enormous 

potential benefits for rugby players 

 

But also for our tourism industry with television crews following “home 

games” in Fiji, and possibly also Samoa and Tonga. 

 

What about other sports- like netball? 

 

And if Australia and NZ are not going to give full access, what other 

countries should the PICs explore?  US?  Canada? 
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Can you devise a broad economic strategy 

 to boost PIC sports? 

Use the ideas above, and 

 

Perhaps more. 

 


